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Inspector L. Govender, Captain E. Ebrahim from Mountain Rise Police Station
Ms. Promise Gasa from CANSA for making our Women’s Day Celebration successful
FOR YOUR INPUTS IN OR ANY SUGGESTION ON OUR NEWSLETTERS OR ANY THING THAT
CONCERNS OUR HOSPITAL SERVICES AND IMAGE PLEASE FEEL FREE TO SEE THE PRO OR
CALL 033 3879048 OR
E-MAIL HIM AT : Vusumuzi.zulu@kznhealth.gov.za
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SPONSORS FROM
Its true that every cloud has a silver lining .
It all started when Northdale Hospital was in the Witness
Newspaper regarding the alleged shortage of supplies.
Mr. & Mrs. Soobiah of Northdale approached the Hospital CEO
to find out how they could assist as they only had praises to
sing about Northdale Hospital after Mrs. Soobiah’s father received best care when he was admitted in this Hospital.
Mrs. Soobiah met with the Hospital CEO and she mentioned
that there was a group of Italian Doctors who were willing to
donate something towards the Peadiatric Services.
The CEO suggested that a Peadiatric wing at the ARV Clinic will
go a long way in improving Peadiatric ARV Services, Mrs. Soobiah then informed Dr. Clara about the Proposal and this received their full support.

ITALY

and Mr. Pike drew up the plans right away. On the 25th August
2008 Italian Doctors flew all the way from Italy to have a meeting the Management of Northdale Hospital.
On the 30 August 2008 a meeting was held at the District Office where they were given the go-ahead from the Head of Department. On the 18 September 2008 a site meeting was held
by Mr. Cardoso, Mr. and Mrs. Soobiah who met with the contractors. On the 3rd of October 2008 a meeting will be held at
the Randles Estate where the tender will be awarded to the
contractors. It is envisaged that this Project will be completed
in February 2009.

Many Thanks to

:

UN PONTE PER LA VITA ON LUS / Living Bridge

The meeting was held at the District Office with the District
Manager , Northdale Hospital CEO, Mr. & Mrs. Soobiah, The
Engineer Cardoso, Mark Green and Johanna Mayne attorney

Mrs. Z. I. Ndwandwe CEO of Northdale Hospital taking a walk with
the District Manager Mrs. M.
Zuma– Mkhonza

Italian Donors and Northdale Hospital
EXCO members

“I truly love South Africa Clara said Dr.
Luciano Caruso sharing a joke with Dr.
Clara Tumino.
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Dr. Luciano Caruso and Dr. Clara Tumino with the
Nursery Sister incharge Sister Deolall

Doctor Clara Tumino asking questions and taking
notes on the Northdale Hospital CEO’s answers

Signing of documents, seeking of clarities
its like Dr. Luciano Caruso was asking
something as the Northdale Hospital CEO
look ready for answering
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FROM THE CONSULTATION ROOM
(Medical Manager’s DESK)
It’s a privilege for me to be in this column, allow me to talk about the Casualty Section and introduce their Manager Dr. Sayago.
He has a vast experience and came in as a transfer from Escourt hospital.
He has worked at Itshelejuba hospital and Ekombe hospital. He is already
showing a lot of energy in terms of organizing casualty and consults with
those that render services in casualty. Dr. Sayago joined Northdale Hospital
in June 2008. As the Head of the Section we have already had meetings to
try and expedite the fillings of the J88 forms which is our medicolegal aspect
that we do with the SAPS and the Justice System.
We have already had meetings to alleviate the high volume of patients that
come to Casualty, other meetings were held with Eastboom, CHC Management and at all entry points of the Hospital e.g. PHC, MOPD, GOPD, MATERNITY and POPD and CASUALTY said Dr. Zimu ( Medical Manager)
The main mission for our Unit is to improve the Medical Service, the team
DR. J. ZIMU MEDICAL MANAGER
( Nurses, Intern Doctors and Doctors and Admin Support Staff) duties are
allocated on daily basis and we prioritize emergencies ( we give urgent attention to the critical patients). We also wish to increase the quality and quantity of the Medical attention,
decrease the mortality in our service, reduce patients waiting time to the low index possible. We would like to
increase the faith our patients have on us, Last but not least we are challenging all other Departments, when
Service Excellence comes Casualty will TOP said Dr. Sayago (Chief Medical Officer)

Looking at Dr. Sayago on his personal side
Who is he ?

He describes himself as a family man who is dedicated to his job and
family, he likes to live and work in a positive, friendly and good environment. He dislike people who lie.
What does he do after work ?
If he is not at work he spends his time with his family ,going out with
friends, braaing and fishing, he also spends his time exercising at
home. He would like to run the Comrades Marathon but he thinks
Comrades will be too much for him.
He spends almost everyday swimming during summer.
NEWLY APPOINTED DR. SAYAGO WHO IS MANAGING CASUALTY DEPARTMENT
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As we run Batho Pele workshop every Wednesday for all our staff members. In this issue we took some time and went out to find the
views from our staff whom had attended the workshop, which was held from the 11th – 13th August.
These are some of the views that came from the interviewees that attended the workshop:
According to Mrs. Hlengiwe Grace, her suggestions about the workshop are as follows:
Usage of suggestion boxes for internal and external clients.
Questionnaire forms for staff as well as the public, about the service received and their comments and suggestions. Follow up should be
done.
We as a staff should encourage each other about practicing the Batho Pele Principles we now understand what we capable of, as the
institution.
Our superiors should also attend the Batho Pele workshop.
What do you think about the Batho Pele Workshop?
I have enjoyed it, and it was not boring like other workshops.
I have learned a lot, e.g. Courtesy is important to me as the face of the institution, and respect our clients. Go an extra mile to assist the
patients. Provide sufficient information to the public/ patients.
When we are giving appointment date to the patients, we must also ensure that we explain the procedures.
According to Sister M. Moodley, the workshop had a great impact on me because I have learnt skills on how to treat our clients when
they come to the hospital. Although I know I am a polite nurse but there are certain ways in which to
approach the clients
She encouraged other staff to attend the workshop because every individual that attends the workshop
will learn how to approach the client and this will also improve the service standards of the hospital.

Mr. Simphiwe. Duma, the pharmacy assistant. He also suggested his personal views about the
workshop and he thinks, the workshop must be held once every year
and, so to remind the workers what they are here for. Reminding our
workers how they must provide services to our clients, and in which
way they must provide the services.
I will encourage other staff to attend the workshop, because each and every staff must know what is the
reason that bought them here. They must know that no matter how wrong the patient is, they must bare
in their minds that the patient needs to be given full consideration.
So they have said It themselves of how the workshop will greatly and positively influence other staff to
render a good and excellent service to our patients.

REACH FOR A DREAM PROJECT
This is a Project that concentrate on making sure that KIDS dreams
come true and to make the children forget their illness and have a
smile.
This time around
REACH FOR A
DREAM made a
dream of the
eleven year old girl
( Asandile ) her
dream was to have
new clothing and to
eat a pie which she
has never ate beAsandile showing off with her new clothes
fore, This is what
NB : the name Asandile is not the Patient’s real name and her
face is covered to protect her right to privacy and a right to
live free without being discriminated from her community
5

reach for dream is all about.
My last words will be “ Treasure what you have and stop complaining
about little things that didn't go your way be grateful for every second
you live, respect and honor it.

Asandile showing off with her new clothes

Asandile showing off with her new
clothes with Northdale Hospital POPD
staff member with Reach for a Dream
Crew
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ORIENTATION AND INDUCTION
PRESENTED BY : Mandla Goba

Our induction and orientation programme commenced on the 11th of August 2008 in Boardroom 2
at Northdale Hospital. The programme spanned
over a period of 3 days. A total number of 14 staff
members attended. They were briefed about the
various components in our institution by the respective managers. Not all managers were able to provide briefings, due to meetings they had to attend
and other unforeseen circumstances. We are grateful to all those who contributed and trust that those
who did not will be able to at our next programme.

Our old and new Staff members listening to our Presenters

and patient. I have not met a more dedicated and
spontaneous group of employees. Their ability to
learn and make enquiries was exceptional as well as
overwhelming. I have no doubt that they will be invaluable to our institution and it gives me great joy
in knowing that a team of “winners” has joined our
already winning team.

Our old and new Staff members listening to our Presenters

I would like to thank them for making our programme a success, I wish them everything of the
best, and may their stay at our institution.
Welcome to Northdale Hospital.

During the 3 days new employees were given an opportunity to learn more about various
services offered in our institution. They
learnt a lot and were very enthusiastic

Mr. Mandla Goba— HRO was a Facilitor during
this 3days of Entertaining Orientation Project
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Miss. P. Singh— Chief Physio Therapist
telling our Staff members about our Physio
Therapy Department

Mr. Vusi Zulu ( PRO ) giving a
presentation on Batho Pele and
Patients Care
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CELEBRATING OUR WOMEN AT NORTHDALE
On the 28th August 2008,
we hosted a Women Days
Celebration to honor our
female employees, the
theme of this event was
“Women are precious”,
this event was Directed by
Miss Zanele Khanyile who
is an EAP Practitioner at
Northdale. Amongst the
notes she made she said
the reason to organize this
event was because,
Women’s Day is celebrated
all over the world during this
month. This event focused
more on Domestic Violence
and women's health which
are most common problems
faced by women in South
African Communities and all
over the world.
DR. LAURENS WHO OPENED WITH A PRAYER

sang a wonderful and spiritual song and a nice play which
was based on Domestic Violence. Our play included an abusive husband, his wife, and their two children, on the other
side we had the caring family Mr. and Mrs. Msomi and their
child, an uncaring neighbor and two policemen. The play
showed us that domestic violence does not only affect

MRS WEBSTER WHO WELCOMED OUR GUESTS WARMLY
children and neighbors, but that neighbors can also help. It also emphasized that women should not allow their husbands to abuse
them physically, emotionally, financially and spiritually because the
outcome might be deadly.

Ms. K. DHVARAJ WHO IS A SOCIAL WORKER GAVE THE SPEECH ON
THE HISTORY OF WOMEN

Dr Lawrence gave us a prayer and a warm welcome by Mrs. Webster who was wearing a very beautiful outfit. Our special guests
were Inspector Dennis and Captain Ebrahim from the Mountain
Rise Police Station, Promise Gasa and Lorain Govender from the
CANSA Association.

Ms. Kammy. Dhvaraj who is a Social Worker at Northdale
Hospital, was the writer of the play, gave a speech on The history
of women and on Women are precious. Khululiwe Mkhize gave a
talk on how to live positively with HIV/AIDS which was one of our
best items. There was also a motivational speech by Mrs. Rene
Munro (Quality Manager Northdale Hospital) who said that “women
are created with a specific purpose and valuable to society,” and
that “They need to hold their heads up high and be proud.” She
also dedicated a
song by Jordan
Sparkes titled “You
said I’m ugly.”

We would like to
thank all those who
took part in making
this event a success.

Our guests from Mountain Rise Police Station gave us information
and advices on Domestic Violence issues. Dr Hlophe (from Northdale Hospital) ,and the ladies from the CANSA Association spoke
about Health Issues like breast cancer, STI’S and AIDS and encouraging women to have a pap smear. They also encouraged
women to stay strong and firm.

The event was not only about talking but we also had a trio which
7

Ms. Z.G. KHANYILE EAP PRACTITIONER WHO WAS A
PROGRAMME DIRECTOR ON THE DAY
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CELEBRATING OUR WOMEN AT NORTHDALE

Ms. MKHIZE WHO GAVE WORDS OF SUPPORT ON HOW TO LIVE
POSITIVELY WITH HIV/AIDS

OUR GUESTS FROM LEFT INSPECTOR L GOVENDER, CAPTAIN E
EBRAHIM FROM SAPS MOUNTAIN RISE AND PROMISE GASA
FROM CANSA

WELL ACTED ( ROLE PLAY ) NORTHDALE HOSPITAL STAFF MEMBERS ACTING HOW THE FAMILY LIVES UNDER VIOLENCE AND HOW NEIGHBOURS REACT TO IT.

MRS. RENE’ MUNRO A MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER FOR THE
DAY
8

DR. N. HLOPHE GIVING A SPEECH ON WOMAN’S HEALTH ISSUES

Ms. PROMISE GASA FROM CANSA WHO GAVE SPEECH ON
WOMEN AND CANCER.
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CAREEER CORNER / ABANTU NEMISEBENZI YABO
In this Issue for career corner we spoke to the Chief Security
Officer Mr. G.W. Thurman.
What do you do at Northdale Hospital?
I am in-charge of the security component
which has 9 in-house staff members, and
20 private securities. We are here for the
protection and safe guarding property,
staff , and our visitors. Our main function
is to safe guard and protect. Both security
components have prove themselves in
numerous occasions and they are up to
the challenges that are being thrown on
our way. We also serve as information
assistances to our patients and visitors.
We resolve crime within the hospital, and
are various crimes ranging from petty
theft to emergence theft. To add on my
profile I am the acting district security coordinator for Umgungundlovu District.

How long have you worked in this institution?
I started in 20th January 1997, but under government it will be my
20th year in October.
What do you love about your job?
To be quite honest I am being faced with different challenges everyday. Challenges are numerous, because at
the end of the day it comes down to being in the victims
shoes, because we have to reach a fair decision. Our
duties are varied, we resolve conflicts, crowd control,
escort duties, patrol, investigations, restraining confused psyche patients, complains.
To end it, I would like to say to all staff members of
Northdale hospital that have assisted the security
component, and would like to say a special thank
you to all of them. There has been times when we
were short staffed, there have been staff members
whom have helped us in the security component.

ARV CLINIC 1ST ANNIVERSARY
On the 05 August 2008 it was the ARV clinic’s 1st anniversary in their new
building. The clinic was opened on the 04 October 2004. Their first initiation
for adults was on the 20 November 2004 and Pediatrics later joined in January 2005. From the 5 September 2007 they moved on to a new site which
was much bigger. On the 5 September 2008 the staff of the ARV clinic celebrated their 1st anniversary together with their patients, who were served with
drinks and lunch, later they then had lunch with the hospital management and
staff. Their statistics are now more than 4000 patients.

TOP RIGHT : Ever Hard
Working ARV CLINIC Staff
members

BOTTOM RIGHT : Mrs. Z. Ndwandwe Hospital CEO Sharing
good News with us
CENTER : Big Shots Mrs. J. Webster ( Nursing Manager )
Mrs. Z. Ndwandwe ( Hospital C.E.O ) and Dr. J. Zimu
TOP LEFT : Lunch Time sasifinya ngendololwane.
9
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THEY SAVED MY LIFE
ALL THE DOCTORS COULD NOT FIND
ANYTHING WRONG &WROTE ME OFF. I
STARTED
DEPENDING ON PAIN TABLETS.
My name is Thembeka Ngubane. Here is my story.
In April 2003, after the birth
of my son, I started experiencing Pain in my right hip. I
was admitted to another hospital. They did x-rays and put
me in skin traction but did
not cure me. I started depending on pain tablets. One
Sunday morning, after moving to Durban, I awoke and
was unable to move my right
leg. I again went to hospital,
this time having a bone
scan, but they still couldn’t
pick any abnormalities.

“a very happy and memorable day for me –walking
with crutches but
experiencing very
little pain. The
Northdale Hospital staff saved my
life! They helped
me after the previous doctors had
written me off. I
wish to show
my gratitude and
thank to all in the
orthopaedic
department. Dr. T
Naidoo brought
me back to the person I am today. She played a big
role in my recovery and gave
me endless hope. Mr. D Naidoo treated me like his own
sister and Sr. Pillay was so
caring and patient with me.
If God had given us the right
to worship mankind, I would
worship Dr. Turino. He always gave me hope that I
could recover and never
gave up on me.

I visited many doctors
over the next 2 months.
Finally, I ran out of
money and was referred
to Grey’s. I was directed
to Northdale Hospital in
late February. I was the
last patient of a very
busy orthopedic clinic at
Northdale. I met Dr. Turino who was shocked by
I am writing this to encourage
my condition and admiteveryone to never lose hope
ted me immediately.
While in hospital the doctors performed many tests on under any circumstance and to never undermine state
me, including a lumbar puncture and biopsy of my hip. hospitals.
April, I had a hip MRI.I was hospitalized for the entire
month of March and discharged on the second week of
April. I was readmitted in July for a total hip replace- Story supplied by ; Thembeka Ngubane ( Patient )
ment. After my operation I was sent to High Care Unit.
Within one week I was mobilizing with a walking frame,
then finally with crutches. I was discharged on 29 July

10
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INFO-DESK
We would like to thank the staff for attending the Statistics training
on the 09/09/08 and hope that we as staff members are going to
improve in the quality of data that we are collecting from various
departments.

Characteristics Of Good Data Quality
Data, in order to be useful, should be:
 Available 9/10/2008on time fix dates for reporting
– Available at all levels who reports to whom - feedback
mechanisms
– Reliable & accurate check that all data is correct, complete &
consistent
– Comprehensive collected from all possible data sources
– Comparable same numerator & denominator definition used by all
– Correct numbers reflect what actually occurred
– Complete no gaps/ required data elements to be recorded
– Consistency values are in the same range e.g. useable beds
– Accessibility all necessary data are available and accessible when
needed for patient care as well as for reporting purposes to various
levels
– Legibility all data written, recorded or printed should be readable
– Timeliness data should be recorded as an event occurs

So far we have collected such relevant data for every individual or
the public to be kept updated. I have attached the Information Cycle, to show out the flow of importance of the statistics as well as
the Characteristics of Good Data Quality. I hope that our employees
have gained a lot from our training.
Thank you
Information Management

IMPORTANCES OF STATISTICS


















9/10/2008

Planning of short term and long term goals
Budget allocation purposes
Enables to be proactive
For good decision making( reliable, consistency)
To measure mortality and morbidity
To measure population catchments
For administration purposes
For epidemiological purposes
For strategic, operational planning
To utilize resources efficiently and effectively
Provides an accurate picture of hospital functioning
Facilities: good decision- making appropriate
planning, ongoing monitoring and evaluation
Utilization of the facility - by the community that it
serve
To provisioning of services impartially, fairly
The promotion and maintenance of high standard of
professional ethics
Aimed at improving the openness and transparency
within the institution and to make sure that decisions
taken at all levels are bases on sound, relevant
appropriate and valid information provided from the
various sections of the institution
Rendering an accountable , transparent, and
development – oriented public service.

4

E A P PRACTICE/ EZAKWA EAP
There are many things in life that hurt us, aren’t there? AND THE
WORST HURTS COME FROM PEOPLE WE LOVE.
And sometimes you feel so bad, or have been hurt so often, that
you turn cold inside. You stop feeling, because it hurts too much
when you allow yourself to care. AND THAT’S THE WORST HURT
OF ALL.
The most destructive thing that can happen to a person is for him to
go into a shell, to become so embittered that he is afraid to LOVE,
unwilling to be vulnerable: CLOSED. Yet it happens to so many of
us.
Allow us to help you in the following.

•

Learning to cope with falseness and indifference.
Living with people who mistreat us and reject us.

If you’ve ever been hurt (and who hasn’t?) you may well be carrying
11

with you, still the hatred and bitterness. Even after years you may
still be unable to forgive. DID YOU EVER THINK WHAT THIS
MEANS TO YOU?
‘YOU ARE UNABLE TO FREE YOURSELF OF POISON INSIDE
YOU’. And guess who is in trouble here? YOU………………….
Remember this: Pain tends to blind us. Pain makes it difficult for us
to think clearly about situations which would be obvious to us were
they happening to someone else.

Visiting the EAP office will help you to:




Stop wasting time in self pity.
Stop allowing bitterness to distort your priorities.
To confess the above mentioned facts to yourself and set you
on the road to healing.
Zanele Khanyile : EAP PRACTITIONER
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NEWLY EMPLOYED STAFF MEMBERS
Here are our New staff members employed from June till to date, Ladies and Gentlemen we welcome you zizweni nisekhaya.
1
1

2

6

11

7

12

21

22

4

8

9

13

17

16

3

18

23
21

5

10

14

15

19

20

24

25

1.MOTEBELE N—SPN, 2. TENOFF N R— CPN, 3.MCHUNU P R— CPN, 4. KHUMALO E T—CPN, 5.
JOHNSON O M—SPN, 6. MADONSELA R S—EN, 7. REDDY S—PN, 8. MTHEMBU V L—F.I.O,
9. BUSANE S—DATA CAPTURER, 10. MKHIZE B S—DATA CAPTURER, 11. MKHIZE S—LINEN MANAGER,
12. MSIMANG Z N—PN, 13. THUNGO S P—DIETICIAN, 14. NAIDOO T—PN, 15. HLONGWANE B L—STAFF NURSE, 16. VELAYATHUM MJBA—PN, 17. KOLOANE M I—PN, 18. MBATHA P F—PN, 19. KISTEN L—PN, 20. MQINGWANA S—PN,
21. MSELEKU M S PN. 22. DR. V.K MAISTRY -SENIOR SPECIALIST. 23. DR. L.A. GOVENDER- SENIOR SPECIALIST. 24. DR.
SAYAGO—SPECIALIST FAMILY MEDICINE 25. DR. GONZELEZ—SPECIALIST O & G
12
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PR DESK/ EZIKA SOMLOMO
Greetings to all of you this spring. I would like to thank the Northdale Hospital
staff for welcoming me with open arms. I am proud to be part of this hospital
and hope to learn and gain much experience for my future. Special thanks to
my supervisor Mr. V Zulu for giving me this opportunity. I know most of people
think that our field is easy but believe me it’s “A VERY HOT SEAT.”
Ngithanda ukubonga umdali for giving me one more time to live and serve his
people, Ngamukele ngezandla ezithokomele u Miss. Noxolo Shoba.
I hope that the year that I’ve served here at Northdale Hospital I’ve made a
difference in somebody’s life and I’ve contributed positively towards the goals
of this institution.
Thank you to all the staff members who hAVE contributed positively in making this office to function well, also a big thank you to Mr. S. Mkhize and Ms. Zama Mweli who were my hands for the past
6months GOOD LUCK for your Exams.
Lastly its summer time lets just smile, serve and enjoy life at work— Vusie ( PRO )

NUTRI– FOCUS
For years, this Department has been run by Only one Dietician (Risha Maharaj). But this year two members
have been introduced (Zarina Rawat and Sindi Thungo). Izinto azikaze zihambe kahle kangaka!!! Ngenyanga
kantulikazi e-ARV clinic i-demonstration vegetable garden eyenziwe ngama-car tyres yaqalwa futhi
yaphothulwa ngosuku olulodwa. Kwathi ekuqaleni kuka August kwaba yi-breastfeeding week. LeDepartment
izimisele to participate kuma-events wonke amayelana nenutrition. Kanti futhi nokubakhona kwama-interns
avela enyuvesi yaKwaZulu Natal kwenza izinto zibe right.
Ngabeufuna ukuzibonela ngo- C lengadi engajwayelekile? Khuphuka uze e-clinic yethu uzozibonela. Lengadi
yinhle kakhulu ngoba uma uyenze with a lot of tyres imfuyo ayikwazi ukuyithola futhi uma uhamba nge-wheel
chair ungakwazi ukuthi how to maintain your own ngoba izobe i-at your own desirable heights

13
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PHARMACY DEPARTMENT SPRING PARTY
high levels and better remuneration. But through team spirit we have
Looking at few team building events which have happened over the overcome the situation, just look at those happy people.
past years under new management in pharmacy department, this has
built team spirit and respect of one another in our pharmacy person- I love these guys when is the TEAM BUILDING ?
nel. This has become a norm, and a year does not pass without a team
building for pharmacy staff. This team spirit was displayed in our spring
day on the 6th September 2008.
This idea just came up from nowhere, and Mr. Habib Mohamed suggested we (Pharmacy Personnel) have game in our hospital grounds
welcoming spring/ summer. You can see how one mans’ idea can influence a team of 36 members. Thank God this was for a good reason
and everybody was very excited about the event. Everything went very
well as it was well organized, kwakusindwe ngobethole. The storm has
passed which hit us very hard when we lost about six pharmacists for

LUTHANDO’S TEAM ! GUYS KUMELE NIJIME LOSING 1-0
IS THE SAME AS LOOSING NGO 30-0

KUYADANSWA EMNYANGO !
LUNGY NYATHI & LIZIWE SHAI
BESIKA LEKHEKHE

HOW I WISH YOU WERE THERE LE I TEAM KA
KHAYA, UTHI ISAZOSHAYA ABANTU

CHA MPHATHI KUHAMBA KAHLE ASELUNGILE AMA
SNACKS
SUKUMANI BOH !
ASIDLILE

STUURMAN JNR YOU LOVE INTO EDLIWAYO BOY, U
TK UYAZULISA COME-ON BROTHERS DON’T ACT
SHY
EITHA HOLA ! SESIYAZI HOW THE PHARMACY MANAGER Ms. THULI NHLEKO
WAYENZANJANI EBUSHENI BAKHE, UYI CHARMER SHAME ! !
14

AFTER HARD PLAY NO ONE WANTED TO PREPAIRE
FOOD ZIYASHA

HERITAGE DAY AT NDH.
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Zulu kamjokwane kandaba, wena’ka phunga noMageba owaphuz’mlazangameva ngivumeleni ngivumeleni ngithi azibuye emasisweni, as we all
know that September is the Heritage Month as Northdale Hospital we were also given a day to wear our traditional attires.
Take a look at how nice some people looked on the 25th September 2008.
1. Some EXCO members on Mr. Pravesh’s Birthday celebration
2. & 3 Multicultural meals ( amadumbe nosu kujabula thina esasikhona )
4. Pharmacy Staff members showing off with their outfits
5. umuntu ongakwazi ukushaya induku uyabonakala u Luthando Mbatha engcweka no Vusi Zulu
6. u Zanele kanye no Ms. Ntombela
7. O-Ward staff members behlobile ngezabo zomdabu
8. A– Ward staff members benza okwabo
9. FIO & his assistant besidlisela ngengqephu

2

3

1

6

5
4

7

9

8
15
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FUN PAGE & JOKES
COMPETITION
Do you want to win ? Well guess who is the PERSON
shown in the manipulated photo
Send your answers to the PRO’s
Office and win BIG
We will reveal who is this person in
our next issue.

DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING YOU NEED US TO KNOW AS STAFF MEMBERS ? WHY DO YOU STIL HAVE THAT INFORMATION TO YOURSELF ?

THE NURSING MANAGER’S SECRETARY
Miss. A. PADAYACHE
WITH A DEPUTY
NURSING MANAGER
Ms. C. HUTHERAM

THIS IS MRS. H.
GRACE SECRETARY
OFFICE OF THE C.E.O
AND MEDICAL MANAGER
KEEP UP THE GOOD
WORK MANTOMBAZANE

Send it TO : THE PRO’S office

IF you have something more funny
send it through we will love to publish it

HAPPY SECRETARIES DAY

JOKES

"Doctor, Doctor, You've got to help me - I just can't
stop my hands shaking!"
"Do you drink a lot?"
"Not really - I spill most of it!"
WHAT A GOOD IDEA, NOW WE CAN SLEEP ON
DUTY OR INFRONT OF OUR BOSSES IN MEETING.

“If a doctor treats your cold, it will go away in fourteen
days. If you leave it alone, it will go away in two weeks."
- Gloria Silverstein

16

The graduate with a Science degree asks, "Why
does it work?"
The graduate with an Engineering degree asks,
"How does it work?"
The graduate with an Accounting degree asks,
"How much will it cost?"
A graduate with an Arts degree asks, "Do you
want fries with that?"

